Locate the Course Name on your Dashboard

The **Dashboard** is your landing page in Canvas and displays the course cards for your courses. The course cards are placed in alphabetically order by course name and your role in the course. If you need to submit a request via the Request System or have questions about any of your courses, you will need to know the course name. To access the course name:

Login to *canvas.umsl.edu* and enter your **Username** and **Password**
The Dashboard is the landing page, and displays the course cards for your classes.

The course names appear **twice** on each card, once as a **blue link** and once as **grayed-out text** (figure a).

That blue link can be changed for the user’s view to create a course “**nickname**” (only seen by that user – figure b).
So if, due to providing a nickname, the blue text does not match the gray text, remember that the gray text is the actual course name and must be used when consulting staff for course assistance: